Interceptor Maintenance
Name

FROM TANKS & PIPEWORKS LIMITED

Maintenance, Inspection and
Cleaning of Forecourt Interceptors
and Drainage Systems.



KINGSLODGE,

LONDON ROAD, WEST KINGSDOWN, KENT, TN15 6AR. UK.

Welcome

“It is vitally important that Forecourt
Interceptors are regularly maintained to
ensure they run efficiently”
Regulations require the installation of Forecourt Separators to ensure
that drainage from tanker stands, fuel dispenser islands and the forecourt area under the canopy is provided to ensure that pollutants
cannot enter normal water drainage systems. To ensure that they work
efficiently it is important that regular maintenance is carried out and that
silt and debris is removed by a licensed disposal operator.
Poorly maintained drainage systems and interceptors can lead to an
increased risk of flooding and contamination. It is therefore
recommended that regular inspection, maintenance and cleaning of
Forecourt Interceptors be scheduled to ensure that the installation
continues to operate efficiently. The Environment Agency Guide
(PPG3) recommends maintenance should be carried out at 6 monthly
intervals.

This specialist cleaning service is provided in the UK by Tanks &
Pipeworks Limited. This leaflet is for guidance only and provides an
outline of the interceptor services offered.
Tanks & Pipeworks Limited is licensed for waste disposal in
accordance with current legislation.
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INTRODUCTION

INTERCEPTOR SERVICES
SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE - we can provide a six monthly scheduled maintenance plan
for your interceptor ensuring compliance with current UK Environment Agency ²
recommendations (PPG3).
SEPARATOR CLEANING - to avoid the risk of flooding and to prevent pollutants from
entering the sewage or water system we can provide a full silt removal and cleaning
service. Waste is removed using our own vehicles. We are licensed for waste disposal
under current legislation.
FILTER REPLACEMENT, MAINTENANCE & REPAIR - blocked or damaged interceptors will
not operate efficiently and could lead to forecourt flooding or leakage. We can replace
filters and provide full maintenance and cleaning of the separator and associated
drainage system using jet cleaning equipment to ensure your system operates safely.
RESTRICTED ACCESS PROBLEMS - for interceptors having a small diameter access port ¹,
we are able to insert a specialist Remote Cleaning Device, operated externally using CCTV.
This unique device has been designed and developed by Tanks & Pipeworks and is
exclusively used by our trained technicians.
INSPECTIONS - allow our experts to provide a full drainage and separator inspection with
a documented report. Our independent assessment of the condition of the system may be
useful for insurance purposes or when considering the sale of the asset.
UPGRADES - changes to the fuel delivery point and/or the number of dispensing islands
may require upgrades to your drainage or separator installation. Allow us to provide the
necessary specialist services with the minimum of inconvenience to your business.
OIL LEVEL ALARMS - existing systems can be modified to incorporate oil level warning
devices with intrinsically safe ATEX approved detectors with or without SMS messaging.
TRAINED TECHNICANS - all services are carried out by our own trained and experienced
technicians holding current UKPIA Safety Passports. No third party contractors are used.

NOTES
NOTE 1 To engage the remote cleaning unit a minimum aperture of 455mm deep x 260mm wide is
required.
NOTE 2 PPG3 Pollution Prevention Guideline 3: Use and design of oil separators in surface water
drainage systems is available from Environment Agency (England & Wales),
Scottish Environment Protection Agency and Environment & Heritage Service of Northern
Ireland.
NOTE 3 For the purpose of clarity the term “SEPARATOR” and “INTERCEPTOR” in this brochure is
considered as having the same meaning. In forecourt applications it is normal practice to
install Full Retention Separators complying with BS EN 858-1 with a minimum 7,600 litre
capacity.
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FEATURES
Scheduled interceptor cleaning plan

BENEFITS
Ensures operating efficiency.
Complies with current PPG3
recommendations.
Reduces risk of forecourt flooding or
pollutant contamination.

Licensed waste removal

Safe waste disposal with documented
evidence.

System inspection and reporting

Provides third party written
assessment of the system for insurer
or other interested party.

Trained technicians

Trained technicians holding current
UKPIA Safety Passports.

Remote cleaning option

Able to clean interceptors with
restricted access using CCTV
remotely controlled device.

Repairs and upgrades

Provide full range of construction
services to repair or upgrade the
system with minimum of operational
inconvenience.

